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Name of the Player: Season 2017/18 Date:

Can Akkuzu 1. Review 23.05.2018

Position: Next Review Date:

Player LMC

GOAL:

3. Showing the player exactly what is expected from him and give him possibility to improve

This chart is a guidance for the performance appraisal:

Insufficient

Improvement needed

Meet the requirements

Exceed the requirements

Outstanding

Player is achieving the requirements on a regulary basis.

Player is exceeding the reqirements and is an important example for others

Player is always exceeding the requirements and is an example for other 

players in strenth, will and moral

1. The performance and moral of the player should be reflected over the last 6-12 months in order to 

review the standings of their table tennis and other related areas

2. Reflecting the strengths and/or topics which need to be improved

Player is not achieving the requirements requested in Ochsenhausen. 

Immediate improvement is needed

Player is often not achieving the requirements in Ochsenhausen. 

Improvement is needed.



Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Results

League Balance x

World Tour x

Challenger Series x

National Team x

Other Tournaments: x

x

Comment:

Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Mental Area

Approach/ Attitude x

Fighting Spirit x

Persistence x

Humility x

Mood x

Identification x

Group Spirit x

x

Comment:
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Average Results:

He continues to dig deep mentally every single time. Hi is committed, engaged, dedicated to his own table tennis project and development. It was impressive to 

see how he managed the first part of the season with a very busy schedule with his team. For now his mental base is stable and this is very positive for the 

future. Due to his mental approach and attitude, he got to be a role model for other LMC members. Mental part will help him to continue to improve and to 

believe that he can be his own champion and to become good (or even top) player.

Very well done for his overall results making very impressive start in his new team, Pontoise doing a very good first part of the season. On the top, 

internationally he continues to deliver relularly on his level and a big step for him has been to make the French team to the World Championships. He had some 

peaks with the semi-final at the Croatia Open and at the French Championships. He became a stable Top 100 player and a member of the French team which 

are significant achivements for him, bravo!

Average Mental Area:



Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Physical Preparation

Strength/Stability x

Endurance x

Speed x

Balance x

Flexibility x

Power x

x

Comment:

Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Game

Footwork x

Forhand x

Backhand x

Passive Game (FH, BH, taking over) x

Above the Table (Flick, short-short, choop) x

Service x

Receive x

Far from the table (loobing, counter attack) x

Own game/style x

Stability x

Variations x

Consistency x

Average Game: x

Comment:
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Average Physical Preparation:

The single biggest and most important point is that; he didn´t have any injuries in this tough season. He continues to get to know his own body and what he 

needs to perform. This season was more about how to face the games, the competition periods and the travels. He did well, took care of his body in the 

right way. The summer will be dedicated for a different work which is to find time and energy to work on his general physical base. 

He is the player who makes his own difference by making a good job in all technical areas. He got better in every details of his game, he has been consistent in 

what he was doing, his open game is up to a good level. The next vital step for him is to improve in service-recieve and third ball part. There the good 

players tak advantage in him still. The areas of improvement have been identified and we are certain that with his mental attitude he is going to make the next 

steps!



Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Off Table Activities

Helping out ( Pick Ups, ect.) x

Planning/ Organised x

Flat x

Lessons (German/English)

Car (condition/ accident ect.)

Beeing on time x

Extra work x

Average Off Table Activities: x

Comment:

x

Comment:

Signiture Player
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OVERALL RATING

Signiture Observer

We are very happy and proud that he restarted the school and he is about to have his final exam in the summer meaning to make his high school study to 

the end. That is a very important part what was suggested from us but done by himself. Moreover, we need to underline that he invests almost all his money in 

his table tennis and dedicates all to his career. Off the table he represents the same values and attributes as in the practice hall. Important part of the group on 

and off the field, as well!

Bravo for this current season, well done! We can only say: keep this way up, keep hungry and eager to succeed. He has future in table tennis, he just needs 

to keep pushing and being 100% involved in his project. He does´t know his limits, so he shall keep going over the boundaries and keep discovering 

himself. For now, he has stabilised his mentality, he proved that he can improve in all areas, next step is to enter Top 50 level on the WR and to play that level 

of table tennis, too.


